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Czechoslovakia numbered 3,088,530—a figure which, amounted to
about 20 per cent, of the total population; and most of these Germans
lived along the frontiers, in immediate contiguity to Silesia, Saxony
and Bavaria. Before the War, these Deutschbohmen had been
hammered, by their stubbornly fought and never ceasing defensive
political battle against the aggressive nationalism of the more
numerous Czechs, into the most militant Austrian-German nationa-
lists in the Hapsburg dominions.
It will be seen that an Anschluss of post-war Austria to cthe Third
Reich' would threaten to make life impossible for Czechoslovakia and
might even jeopardize her very existence as an independent state.
Even as it was, the victory of National Socialism in the Reich thrilled
the Deutschbohmen, as it had thrilled the Styrians and the Saar-
landers; and on the 4th October, 1933, the Czechoslovak Government
decided to dissolve the German National-Socialist Party, and likewise
the German Nationalist Party, in Czechoslovak territory, and to
prohibit all their activities and all their subsidiary organizations.
At the same time Czech statesmanship profited, at this critical
juncture, by the wisdom and moderation which it had consistently
shown during the post-war years. The Czechs who had wrestled with
their German-Bohemian neighbours so relentlessly under the Haps-
burg regime had reversed their policy the moment they themselves
became the ruling element in the country; and the new relations
which they had cultivated with the Deutschbohmen since the founda-
tion of the Czechoslovak Republic were almost up to the Swiss or
Canadian standard of inter-communal fraternity: a light shining in
the darkness of East-European national oppressions and vendettas.
Moreover, the Deutschbohmen, unlike the Styrians, were pro-
nouncedly Austrian in their German national sentiments. Their faces
were turned towards Vienna, and not towards Munich or Dresden
or Berlin. In spite of their geographical contiguity with the Reichs-
deutsch they were sundered from them by historic differences of
political allegiance and tradition, as well as by the physical barrier
of high mountains. Finally, Czechoslovakia had contrived, since the
Peace Settlement, to live on terms of good neighbourliness not only
with Austria but also with the Reich. For example, the free naviga-
tion down the Elbe, and the free zone in the port of Hamburg, which
had been secured to Czechoslovakia, at Germany's expense, in the
Versailles Treaty,1 had given rise to so little friction between the two
parties that they were never in the public eye—in contrast to the
1 See the Versailles Treaty, Part XII, especially Articles 331, 340 and
363-4.

